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Abstract 

 

Dispersion modeling of air quality is a primary regulatory tool for 

prediction of levels of pollutants in the air. The process of dispersion 

modeling is routinely used for assessment of the effectiveness of traffic 

management measures, considering their impact at air quality. In this paper, 

a methodology for selection of appropriate dispersion model for air pollution 

research is developed and elaborated. Once selected, the dispersion model 

has been used for “what-if” analysis, assessing the impact that traffic flow 

reduction has at air quality. Obtained results clearly underline the 

irreplaceable significance of properly selected dispersion model for 

assessment of current and future air quality referring traffic management 

measures. The intention of this developed methodology is not to make an 

unnecessary burdening to those who perform and conduct traffic 

management and air quality assessment. The methodology, above all, should 

be understood as a tool for upgrading the modeling process and for 

facilitating the communication between everyone included in the processes 

of managing and modeling. 
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INTRODUCTION  

Air quality modeling is an area with a significant progress and interest in 

the past two decades, mostly because of the increased public awareness for 

the potential health and environmental damages from air pollution.  

The basic technique for determination and prediction of air pollution and 

its impacts are dispersion models [1]. Dispersion models are developed for 

spatial and temporal prediction of pollutant concentrations, being the only 

way for simulation of the impacts from current and future changes in air 

pollution.  
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The combination of really large choice of dispersion models and wide 

community of users has led to the need of ensuring directions necessary for 

the selection of models. These directions comprise the structure of the 

methodology for selection of dispersion models.  

Hence, the purpose of this paper is to develop and present a methodology 

for selection of dispersion models, as a tool that supports air pollution 

assessment. This methodology underlines the role of dispersion models in 

the simulation of air pollution and the significance of the selection of 

appropriate model according to the specific conditions for application. 

Applying this methodology, the AEOLIUS dispersion model has been 

selected as suitable for the current conditions in the analysis. Then, this 

model has been practically used for the assessment of the effectiveness that 

reduction of traffic flow has at air quality. This structure of this “what-if” 

analysis clearly shows the irreplaceable significance of correctly selected 

dispersion model and understanding of obtained results for the management 

and control of traffic air pollution. 

 

ROLE, SIGNIFICANCE AND PURPOSE OF DISPERSION MODELING  

Dispersion modeling is a mathematical simulation of the way that 

pollutants disperse in the atmosphere. Dispersion modeling in traffic is used 

for prediction of past, current and future atmospheric concentrations of 

pollutants at particular locations.  

Dispersion models are widely used for prediction and/or problem 

resolving and are frequently used for identification of the best solution for 

specific problems with air quality in the environment [2]. 

It is particularly important to understand the role and the place of 

dispersion models, according to the fig. 1, in which a system for air pollution 

and maintenance of air quality is presented. In this system, a scientific 

components for analysis and components for development and 

implementation of environmental policy/legislation are presented. It should 

be noted that the modeling part is just one component in the whole procedure 

for air quality analysis. The specific purpose of air quality modeling is to 

determine the best control strategy for air quality improvement in specific 

areas [3]. 

Dispersion models, as an important tool for assessment of the current and 

future air quality, have particular significance for the design of more 

effective strategies for air quality maintenance [4]. Further on, dispersion 

models for air quality assessment could help for evaluation of the plans and 

strategies for emission reduction, in order to achieve a compliance with the 

national standards [5].  



 Fig. 1. System for air pollution and air quality maintenance [3] 

 

Dispersion modeling is widely used for assessment of air quality. In the 

world, governmental sectors, agencies and local authorities continuously 

(but not exclusively) are relying on the dispersion models for air pollution.  

These models are used for decision making referring both air quality 

management and traffic management, as well as for urban planning and 

public health protection. As a result, the community of users is getting 

bigger and more various [6].  

These potentials of air pollution modeling were a motivation for 

development of the methodology for selection of dispersion model.  



METHODOLOGY FOR SELECTION OF DISPERSION MODEL 

One of the key factors for effective modeling of pollutant dispersion is a 

choice of dispersion model, which should be appropriate with the range of 

the impacts and the complexity of air pollution source [2]. 

A large number of dispersion models is available, with a well developed 

range of research of dispersion modeling for traffic air pollution [7]. Hence, 

there are many types of dispersion models with a wide range of complexity 

and capacity, which create opportunities for diverse choice. Apart of that, 

there is a wide community of users, with different interests and experience in 

the modelling process: authorities, academics and researchers, consultants, 

regulatory services, as well as the whole public [8]. 

Dispersion models, without exception, are developed to provide precise 

assessments of the concentrations of pollutants under specific conditions. 

But, to perform these assessments, it is important to select a model which 

will simulate changes in the current or future air pollution with the highest 

precision. Therefore, it is important to develop and use a methodology for 

selection of dispersion model (fig. 2). 

Although the level of detail at every step in the structure of the 

methodology is different for different assessment levels and goals, the 

methodology provides useful guidance in every modeling application.  

 

PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE METHODOLOGY FOR 

SELECTION OF THE MODEL 

Based on the methodology for dispersion model selection and 

considering this analysis’ intention for assesment of the effectivenes of 

specific traffic management measure, the AEOLIUS dispersion model has 

been selected. The full name of the models is Assessing the Environment Of 

Locations In Urban Streets (AEOLIUS).  
Next, all the steps in the methodology during the selection process of 

AEOLIUS are briefly explained.  

 
Step 1: Definition of the research 

Definition of the role, intention and purpose of undertaking dispersion 

modeling at the same beginning of the research has been of the critical 

importance. The intention of this analysis is to show the potential of 

dispersion model for assessment of traffic management measure, i.e., “what-

if” analysis. Being a dispersion model for estimation of urban “street 

canyon” pollution, AEOLIUS model can be applied for this type of analysis. 



 
Fig. 2: Methodology for selection of dispersion model 

Source: Made by the authors, according to [8] 

 

Step 2: Types of pollutants to be modeled  
Based on the research aims, defined in the previous step, the modeler 

must determine which types of pollutants from the traffic are the interests for 

modeling. 

In AEOLIUS, hourly concentrations in ppb are calculated for these 

pollutants: NOx, CO, SO2, C6H6 (benzene) and C4H6 (1,3 butadiene) and in 

gm
-3

 for PM10. For NOx further calculations are made for an hourly 

concentration of NO2 and a 98 percentile value of NO2. The concentrations 

calculated are leeward concentrations where leeward is defined as the side of 

the street from where the wind is blowing. 

These pollutants are enough for the purpose of our analysis. In contrary, 

if the model estimates bigger number of pollutants (above 100), than it 

certainly needs a higher variety and precision of the input data [2]. 



Step 3: Determination of spatial resolution  

Dispersion modeling has large domain for estimation of air pollution, 

ranging from local to global. A scale of the modeling is determined based on 

the type of research. Considering the local range of this analysis, the 

AEOLIUS model calculating the concentrations in “urban canyon” is 

applicable for estimation of concentrations at local level.  

Step 4: Determination of temporal resolution  
Temporal resolution can vary from minutes (peak concentrations), years 

till decades (trends). Ideal is the hourly resolution. The temporal resolution 

used in dispersion models in general is one hour. Most of the meteorological 

data have this resolution as well. AEOLIUS fits in this frame, estimating the 

hourly concentrations of pollutants in “street canyons”.  

Step 5: Meteorological and topographical environment  
Meteorological and topographical complexity of the environmental 

configuration around the source of pollution determines the dispersion of 

pollutants. This has direct influence on the selection of the model [9]. 

This step comprises description of the atmospheric conditions 

(temperature, wind speed and direction, moisture, thermal flows etc.), and 

geo-physical configuration (flat or hilly terrain, land use, presence of 

buildings etc.). These characteristics have influence at the level of 

complexity of the pollutants dispersion [10]. All these conditions were taken 

into account for Bitola town. Mild meteorological environment and typical 

urban topography allowed the application of AEOLIUS model to be suitable.  

Step 6: Availability of input data  
Every dispersion model has its own requests for different amount of input 

data referring meteorology, traffic, topography and other pollution sources 

(background pollution). Also, the availability of statistical and monitoring 

data for air quality should be determined.  

AEOLIUS model has the need of following input data: street width, 

height of the street buildings, traffic speed, traffic flow per hour, wind speed 

and background concentrations. All these data for this analysis are available.  

The precision and availability of input data is particularly important for 

the selection of models. In case when input data are insufficient or have low 

quality, there is no need to apply sophisticated dispersion models. The usage 

of more simple models is more appropriate for the situations with limited 

input parameters. Hence, the AEOLIUS being a simple model is very 

suitable for our present circumstances with scarce input data.  

Step 7: Technical aspects of the selection  



The users of dispersion model, besides of the basic knowledge for 

meteorological and chemical processes in the atmosphere, should be aware 

for some other technical aspects during the modeling process: 

 their own level of experience and technical competitiveness  

 available computational and financial resources  

 time frame in which modeling should be completed.  

AEOLIUS model isn’t a demanding model, meaning that it doesn’t have 

high computational and financial requests. The results can be obtained 

almost immediately. Still, during the model selection, in this step additional 

consideration for AEOLIUS were taken into account. Although it doesn’t 

have on-line technical support and isn’t integrated with GIS, being 

developed by the Meteorological Office in London and being in longer 

period of operative usage were decisive facts that contributed for its final 

selection.  

 

ASSESSMENT OF TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT MEASURES USING THE 

SELECTED DISPERSION MODEL 

Considering their potential, dispersion models can be used for assessment 

of effectiveness of traffic management measures, simulating the current and 

future scenarios with air quality. This evaluation could be based on “what-if” 

analysis [11], in which changes could be done to the structure and size of 

traffic flows, traffic demand, traffic speed etc.  

Reduction of traffic flows could be used as a traffic management measure 

for improvement of urban air pollution. This measure is very simple and 

rationale for implementation [12], with a potential to reduce pollutants 

levels. Reduction of traffic flows could be achieved through different 

restrictions: introduction of the program for even-odd license plate numbers, 

payment for entering in the city centre, banning the high duty vehicles etc. 

Regardless of the restriction type chosen, the AEOLIUS is applyed first for 

the current levels of traffic flows, and then for the assumed reductions. This 

type of analysis is „what-if” analysis.  

Assessment of pollutants had been performed for a street in a wider 

central area of Bitola town, Macedonia, with high traffic volume. The hour 

with the highest flow (peak hour) was selected. This is the current situation 

(table 1). Then, reductions of traffic flows are simulated in the AEOLIUS 

(table 1). The results of “what-if” analysis are given in table 2. Following 

polluters were included in the calculation: NOx, NO2, CO, PM10, SO2 and 

C6H6. Input data needed for AEOLIUS were available from different 

sources: Traffic study for the town of Bitola 2011, urban plans as well as 

meteorological reports and wind rose for the town of Bitola. Characteristics 

of all these input data are precisely described in [10].  



Table 1: Results for the dispersion of pollutants using AEOLIUS 

Pollutant Unit 

Current 

situation 

 

 

Q=884 

vehicle/h 

20% 

reduction of 

traffic flow 

 

Q=726 

vehicle/h 

30% 

reduction of 

traffic flow 

 

Q=647 

vehicle/h 

40% 

reduction of 

traffic flow 

 

Q=567 

vehicle/h 

NOx ppb 73.49 65.07 60.52 55.61 

NO2 ppb 31.47 29.68 28.59 27.32 

CO ppm 0.83 0.73 0.68 0.63 

PM10 
3/ mg  7.50 6.64 6.18 5.67 

SO2 ppb 2.56 2.27 2.11 1.94 

C6H6 ppb 1.67 1.48 1.37 1.26 

Source: [10] 

 

As it was expected, the biggest reductions ranging from 13.18÷24.55 % 

for all pollutants are noticed for the highest reduction of traffic flows. These 

“what-if” results, or in other words, range of all changes of emission 

amounts are presented next.  

 
Table 2: “What-if” results: emission reductions [%] 

Pollutant 

20% reduction 30% reduction 40% reduction 

Q=884 v/h 

Q=726 v/h 

Q=884 v/h 

Q=647 v/h 

 

Q=884 v/h 

Q=567 v/h 

 

NOx 11.45 17.64 24.32 

NO2 5.68 9.15 13.18 

CO 12.04 18.07 24.09 

PM10 11.46 17.6 24.4 

SO2 11.32 17.57 24.21 

C6H6 11.37 17.96 24.55 

Source: [10] 

 



Through this presented application of the selected model for specific 

traffic management measure, a significant opportunity is given to the policy 

creators, urban and traffic planners and others directly included in the 

process of traffic management and air quality modeling. “What-if” analysis 

using dispersion modeling provides a proper decision to be made referring 

whether or not to implement the analyzed measure, considering the air 

quality impacts [10]. 

 

CONCLUSION 

The potential of dispersion models to provide assessment of the current 

and future air quality underlines their essential significance for control and 

reduction of the impacts from traffic. Apart of their possible calculative or 

structural imprecision, dispersion models are the only tool that provides 

prediction of air pollution levels. 

When selecting dispersion model, a large number of models is available. 

Also, the community of users is becoming wider and more various.  

Therefore, for assessment of air quality using the dispersion modeling a 

methodology for selection of dispersion model is developed and presented.  

Although is difficult to provide general recommendations for every 

situation of selection of dispersion model, the use of this developed 

methodology provides balance between the availability of appropriate 

models and flexibility needed for research in real situations [8].  

After all these steps in the methodology, the modeler has the opportunity 

to select a model. The structure of this methodology is dynamic and can 

evolve with the advance in the pollution research and air quality 

maintenance [8].  

This paper has significant contribution for selection of dispersion model 

in correct and suitable manner for every specific situation. Additionally, with 

the performed “what-if” analysis, the paper contributes for the practical 

application of the selected model considering traffic management measure 

for air quality improvement.  

In this way, the process of dispersion modeling will become closer to the 

common user and will contribute for the development of the capacities for 

understanding and usage of the results from dispersion models. This 

contribution is necessary for the support during the decision making and for 

responsible traffic management referring air quality protection.  
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